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1) APTI [Australian Chapter] Technology Forum Event 25th November

The next APTI Australasian Chapter Technology Forum Event will consider recent examples of the phenomenon of building on top of heritage places. It will comprise a contextual illustrated talk to be followed by a guided walk around the city centre to look at recent works.

Friday 25th November 2005
Melbourne City
2.00pm to 5.00pm - Tour leader Donald Ellsmore (Chapter Convenor)
Meet at RACV Club, 501 Bourke Street, Melbourne at 2.00pm.

For further information.
Dr Donald Ellsmore
Senior Lecturer, Cultural Heritage Centre for Asia & the Pacific
Deakin University, Burwood Victoria 3125
Tel: 03 92517109 Fax: 03 92517158 Mobile: 0411165011
email: donald.ellsmore@deakin.edu.au

2) News from ISSI...

Congratulations
The inaugural
Leslie M Perrott/ISS Institute Fellowship
has been awarded to
Timothy Hubbard

Identification and management of historic roads, interpretation of historic roads, especially as tourist assets and the co-ordination and development of trade skills.

Timothy is an architect
RAIA - Fellow and former Councillor  
ICOMOS - Member of Executive Committee  
Member of other organisations such as AGHS, National Trust, RHSV.

[website link]

Carolynne Bourne  
CEO  
ISS Institute  
Phone 61 3 9882 0055  
Fax 61 3 9882 9866  
Email issi@pacific.net.au

Australia ICOMOS would like to extend its congratulations to Timothy Hubbard on being awarded this fellowship

3) Government Media Releases

TITLE: Decision on Alpine National Park Heritage nomination Media Release 14 October 2005  
PORTFOLIO: Environment and Heritage  
SNIPPET: Senator the Hon Ian Campbell. The Australian Minister for the Environment and Heritage, Senator Ian Campbell, has decided to endorse a recommendation from the Australian Heritage Council to assess the entire Australian Alps for inclusion on the National Heritage List. “I have therefore decided to request the Australian Heritage Council to provide me with advice on the National Heritage values of the Australian Alps in their entirety.

TITLE: Mountain cattlemen and decision about heritage listing Alpine National Park 14 October 2005  
PORTFOLIO: Environment and Heritage  
SNIPPET: Earlier in the week Minister Campbell made a $15 million offer to the State Government that would, among other things, see a small number of cattle return to the Alpine Park.

4) Media Release  
Anthony Albanese MP

Shadow Minister for the Environment and Heritage  
Shadow Minister for Water  
Federal Member for Grayndler

TITLE: No Respect for Anzac Heritage  Tuesday, 18 October 2005  
SNIPPET: Danna Vale’s plan to recreate Anzac Cove confirms the Government’s lack of respect for our heritage. Anzac Cove is a sacred site for Australians. It cannot be recreated.

5) 2006 Fellowship: Movable Heritage NSW program  
(Migration Heritage Centre and Powerhouse Museum)

Charles Sturt University students  
Closing date: Monday 21 November 2005
Students at any campus of Charles Sturt University are invited to apply for a fellowship in 2006 offered jointly by the Migration Heritage Centre and the Powerhouse Museum through its Movable Heritage NSW program. Movable heritage is a term used to define any natural or manufactured object of heritage significance.

The successful student will undertake a research project on an object or group of objects in a community museum, historical society or other collecting institution that tells a story about the migration experience of an individual, community or organisation. The student will receive $5,000 and spend a minimum of one week at the Powerhouse Museum working with a supervisor.

The project outcome will depend on the student's interests. For example, in the Albury Regional Museum there is a small collection of objects relating to two Chinese market gardening families in the town. Students could:

- write a background paper on the history of market gardening in Albury as told through these objects and include significance statements for some of these objects;
- having researched the objects and their significance in Albury history, write a radio play based around the experiences of Chinese market gardeners in the district; or
- develop an activity for primary aged school children using these objects to encourage learning about Chinese migration in rural NSW.

For further information contact Rebecca Pinchin, Regional Services Coordinator, Powerhouse Museum on Freecall 1800 882 092 or email regionalservices@phm.gov.au.

The application form and flier is available at: www.migrationheritage.nsw.gov.au/about/fellowship.html

Please note closing date for applications is Monday 21 November 2005.

This project is supported by Regional Services at the Powerhouse Museum which is a statutory authority of, and principally funded by, the NSW State Government.

The Migration Heritage Centre at the Powerhouse Museum is a NSW Government initiative supported by the Community Relations Commission.

6) Situation Vacant: Cultural Heritage Practitioner

A cultural heritage practitioner is required in the Environment Section of a NSW State Government agency for a period of six months (with a possibility of on-going employment).

The successful candidate will be required to provide support to the agency’s heritage advisor. This will involve the provision of advice to project managers on archaeological and broader cultural heritage management issues, and assisting in the management of projects, including the preparation of conservation management plans and strategic heritage studies. The role will also include assisting the development of strategies and protocols to help the agency meet its legislative requirements under relevant State and Federal environment and heritage legislation.

Experience in both indigenous and non-indigenous cultural heritage management would be an advantage. The position would suit a recent graduate, or a practitioner with up to five years
professional experience. Training and hands-on experience provided.

This position is available because the previous contractor has moved to a permanent position.

**Pre-requisites**

- Degree and/or experience in archaeology, history, cultural heritage management or a related field.
- Current motor vehicle driver’s licence.

The successful applicant may be required to travel within NSW and work outside normal working hours on occasions. The position is based in Western Sydney.

For more information please contact Greg Newling at Hamble Human Resources (02) 9987 2640 or e-mail: hr@hamble.com.au

---

**7) Situation Vacant**

**Historical Heritage Consultant**

Our client is a leading specialist environmental consultancy with an enviable reputation. Their professional and positive work environment is enjoyed by a team of 30+ people.

Due to their expansion they are currently looking for an outstanding historical archeologist consultant to join their heritage team located in the Newcastle area.

The successful candidate for this opportunity will be able to demonstrate the following skills/experience:

- 5+ years experience in a similar role in government or private sector.
- Demonstrated experience in leading historic archaeological site assessment, excavation and monitoring.
- A proven track record with timely project delivery.
- Experience of conducting historic research and historic archaeological assessments.
- Have the necessary qualifications and experience to obtain a permit from the heritage office to run a dig.
- Although not essential, demonstrated business development skills and/or an established network of personal client contacts within NSW will also be highly regarded.

To apply for this opportunity send your CV in confidence to resume@kfr.com.au or call Kay Farnell on 02 9966 0969

---

**8) Situation Wanted**

Ricarda is a Historic Preservation Specialist with nine years’ experience investigating available positions in Australia.

“I am highly skilled in several disciplines including historic research, photography, material condition assessments, report production, and lab experiments. My work experience has expanded on knowledge previously obtained through academic programs in historic preservation, workshops, and lectures. I have practiced conservation methodology in New York State and the Western and Pacific Island Regions on monumental historic buildings…”
For further details please contact Ricarda at rcepeda13@hotmail.com

If you would like to suggest an event, story, course etc for the Australia ICOMOS E-Mail News or submit an article, send an e-mail to the Australia ICOMOS Secretariat at: austicomos@deakin.edu.au

Disclaimer: Opinions expressed in the Australia ICOMOS Email News are not necessarily those of Australia ICOMOS Inc. or its Executive Committee. The text of Australia ICOMOS Email News is drawn from various sources including organizations other than Australia ICOMOS Inc. The Australia ICOMOS Email News serves solely as an information source and aims to present a wide range of opinions which may be of interest to readers. Articles submitted for inclusion may be edited.

Australia ICOMOS Secretariat
Nola Miles, Secretariat Officer
Cultural Heritage Centre for Asia and the Pacific
Deakin University
221 Burwood Highway
Burwood Victoria 3125
Telephone: (03) 9251 7131
Facsimile: (03) 9251 7158
Email: austicomos@deakin.edu.au
http://www.icomos.org/australia